Pennsylvania House Transportation Committee
Field Hearing, Altoona, Pennsylvania
August 28, 2019

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to speak to
you today. My name is Rudy Husband, and I am resident vice president of government relations
for Norfolk Southern, based in Harrisburg. I started my career with Conrail 31 years ago, and have
been dealing with railroad matters in Pennsylvania for the past 27 years .
Before I get into my testimony, I want to commend the Commonwealth, PennDOT and the
General Assembly for your long-standing support of the freight rail industry generally and for
Norfolk Southern specifically. Norfolk Southern operates in 22 states, and Pennsylvania, by far,
is one of the most progressive and innovative states in terms of acknowledging that freight rail is
critical to job creation and economic development. We are grateful.
Today I plan to briefly touch on three issues we are currently engaged iil:
•

An update on our new operating plan, called TOP21

•

HB 1424 mandating crew size

•

Norfolk Southern's approach to new or expanded passenger service
TOP21

In early July Norfolk Southern began implementing a new operating plan, or TOP21.
TOP21 is based on certain elements of precision scheduled railroading, and supports the five
principles that are at the heart of our reimagined railroad: serve our customers, manage our
assets, control our costs, work safely, and develop our people. With TOP21, the company's goal
is to serve our customers better while operating our network more efficiently and driving down
operating costs.
We began developing the TOP21 plan last year using computer modeling and simulation
tools to analyze data and train flows to achieve optimum network fluidity and velocity. Each yard
in NS' 22-state network went through a process called Clean Sheeting, which involved looking at
all local service schedules, making sure they are synched up as best as possible with our main
track network. Part of this process was working very closely with customers to provide quicker
service. Under TOP21, the focus is on reducing circuity of freight car movements to and from
customers and balancing its network flows. This allows the railroad to run fewer trains, use its
operating assets more efficiently, and create capacity for growth.
So how have we done since TOP21 was rolled out two months ago?
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Simply put, we implemented a plan that meaningfully improves our operation, and one we
can build on for further improvement. Our Transportation Department switched to the new plan
without disruption and has consistently executed the plan since implementation. Unlike PSR
implementations on other railroads, TOP21 has not produced congestion or network disruption.
TOP21 changed our entire merchandise and automotive train network - 40 percent of our trains.
Every one of our more than 100 primary yards had to do something different - sort traffic another
way or handle trains at new times. And 9 out of 1O shipments saw some change to their trip plan.
TOP21 has two faces - what we wanted to do, and just as importantly, what we wanted
to avoid. We told investors we would use a new operating plan to reset to a more efficient network,
and our new network would create a "capacity dividend" that we could use to further drive
efficiency or create capacity for growth. We reiterated our commitment to growth, and as part of
that commitment realized that we could not afford for our plan to create customer disruption or
hurt overall service levels to customers. We've accomplished those operating goals. It's too early
to measure how the plan will support growth, but the service and capacity components are in
place.
In terms of numbers, since the implementation of TOP21, our train speed has improved
19 percent, while terminal dwell - the time a car sits in a yard - has decreased by 37 percent. We
have reduced network circuity by more than 20 percent and have taken an average of 40 daily
trains out of the network. Running longer and heavier trains, some with distributed power, is
saving fuel and improving asset utilization. We are setting company records for train performance,
terminal dwell, service consistency and network velocity. In sum, by any measure TOP21 has
been an enormous success.

HB 1424 - Crew Size

On the issue of crew size, there is no argument that the freight rail industry and the rail
unions have, for many years, consistently handled all of the difficult and interrelated questions of
crew size at the bargaining table. Crew size has been raised in multiple rounds of bargaining
dating back to the early 1900s, both on the national level and between the unions and individual
railroads. Indeed, crew size has historically been one of the most important issues in bargaining
with the operating crafts since at least World War II, with strongly held views on both sides of the
issue.
To provide some context, at the turn of the 201h century, freight trains typically operated
with at least five employees - one engineer, one fireman, one conductor, and two brakemen. With
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the transition from steam to diesel in the 1930s and 1940s, despite the fact that the fireman's
position was no longer necessary, they remained part of the crew consist. In 1956, the carriers
attempted the first concerted effort at the bargaining table to eliminate the firemen from diesel
locomotives, but later withdrew the proposal as part of a broader contract settlement on wage and
work rule disputes. The five-person crew consist essentially remained in place until the late 1970s,
when labor agreements were reached to eliminate the second brakeman position, bring the
number of crew members on a train to four.
By 1985, the trend toward collectively bargained elimination of the fireman and second
brakeman positions was clear, but more negotiations were required to reduce other unnecessary
train crew positions. Through negotiations, the fireman position was eventually eliminated,
bringing the crew consist down to three. In the early 1990s, labor agreements were reached to
eliminate the brakeman on through-freight trains, leaving the engineer and conductor to operate
the train. While the industry reached agreements in the early 2000s permitting as few as one
person for terminal operations through remote control technology, current Class 1 labor
agreements in the U.S. require two crew members to operate most through-freight trains. The
next round of collective bargaining in the rail industry is scheduled to begin in 2020, and crew size
is not expected to be on the table.
Proponents of this bill typically cite safety as the driving factor, but make no mistake, this
is not a safety bill. At no time during the discussion of crew size have the proponents offered one
piece of empirical data that show a link between the size of a train crew and railroad safety. To
the contrary, as shown in the chart in Exhibit A, the industry has experienced a significant decline
in the rate of injuries and accidents over the time period that crew sizes were reduced from five
employees on the train down to two (and in some limited cases, down to one).
To further emphasize the fact that there is no connection between safety and crew size,
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) - the nation's rail safety agency - recently ruled there
is no need for a federal crew size regulation as there is no data to show operations with two
people in the locomotive are any safer than those with one. After five years of analysis, the FRA
ruled that such policy would "impede the future of rail innovation and automation." Legislative
efforts to require at least two people in the crew must be rejected and instead innovation should
be encouraged. Freight railroads must be allowed to determine operating models most conducive
to optimal safety and service performance.
Single person crews have long been used by short line railroads, regional railroads, and
passenger rail operations throughout the U.S. The Indiana Rail Road Company, for example, has
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been using one-person crews for nearly 20 years and has an exemplary safety record. Everyday
Pennsylvanians board trains (Amtrak and SEPTA) operating with one person in the locomotive
cab without giving it a second thought. Many foreign railroads, including freight railroads
throughout Europe, have used one-person crews for decades, achieving safety records that are
often better than American railroads.
Investments in technology have enabled railroads to reduce accident rates to historic lows.
Not by arbitrarily locking in the number of people working in the cab of a locomotive. The industry's
safety record is likely to continue to improve as Positive Train Control comes on line. PTC is a
new technology the rail industry is spending billions of dollars to implement and that will protect
against human error by automating safety-related functions currently performed by crew
members. Such large-scale investments are possible in a regulatory environment that is
predictable and consistent across state lines. Proposed laws like HB 1424 that freeze the industry
at the current status quo will hinder advancements in safety, stymie innovation, and reduce
productivity - all of which have created competitive advantages for American industry. This
precisely why Congress ensured that states are preempted from enforcing state-level crew
mandates.
Finally, given the fact that Pennsylvania is universally recognized as a national leader in
the development and testing autonomous vehicle technology, it is astounding that this committee
is spending any amount of time on legislation mandating crew size, especially when there is
absolutely no data supporting the notion that a freight train is safer with two people in the
locomotive cab versus one person. Simply put, crew size should not be a political issue. Norfolk
Southern is committed to good faith discussions with our employees, including the implementation
of train operations that maximize safety benefits and efficiencies

Passenger Service on Norfolk Southern

Turning to new or expanded passenger service on Norfolk Southern rail lines, please refer
to the testimony I delivered to this committee in 2016, which is attached. Our position has not
changed significantly since then.
Specifically regarding additional passenger service between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh,
we are committed to working with PennDOT on an operational feasibility s.tudy to investigate and
identify the impacts and capacity improvements necessary to accommodate the modification of
the existing Pennsylvanian schedule between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, and the addition of a
second round-trip Pennsylvanian.
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In closing, projections by the U.S. Department of Transportation call for significant
increases in the demand to move freight within the country over the coming decades. As the
members of this committee well know, our highway system is already severely congested. The
freight rail industry has made, and will continue to make significant investments in infrastructure
and technology to ensure that we have sufficient capacity to meet that demand. Adding additional
passenger service along this route will undoubtedly require substantial capacity improvements
that will not come cheap if that service is to be successful while not harming Norfolk Southern's
franchise.
Thank you for your time. We looking forward to hosting the committee at our Juniata
Locomotive Shop tomorrow morning.
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Exhibit A
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Pennsylvania House Transportation Committee
Regarding pa.'llsenger .'llervice between Pittsburglt and Harrisburg
August 23, 2016

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to offer
Norfolk Southern's perspective on passenger service over NS lines as well specific information
regarding our Pittsburgh Line between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh. My name is Rudy Husband,
and I am resident vice president of government relations for Norfolk Southern based in
Harrisburg. I joined the railroad 28 years ago, and have had the honor of calling Pennsylvania
home for the past 26 years.

When proposals to create or expand intercity or commuter rail service are brought to
Norfolk Southern, both NS and passenger service sponsor are guided by a very specific set of
principles.

First and foremost, safety is our paramount concern. Design, maintenance practices, and
operating patterns always will emphasize safety.

Second, an operational feasibility study is necessary to fully understand all potential
impacts. The proposed passenger operation must create "transparency" in the affected rail
system. Transparency is the capacity for passenger trains and freight trains to operate without
delay, however minimal, to each other, while still allowing for route maintenance.

Passenger projects are meant to be successful, so the study will focus on the proposal's
full-build scenario versus any interim plan. Along the same lines, freight volumes will grow, so
any study will anticipate future freight levels. Freight operations are long distance and customerdriven, which precludes "passenger only" operating windows and temporal separation such as
night-time-only freight operations. Passenger projects might cause "network effects" on the NS
system that are broader than the project area. Often, the studied geographic scope will have to be
larger than the passenger project area in order to identify and address these effects.
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The rail environment changes. Conditions attached to various forms of funding differ.
Therefore, until funding is available, any passenger study is necessarily hypothetical. A
completed operational feasibility study by NS is a prerequisite to progress a project. NS will
support only passenger projecl requests that have been fully studied and modeled. As the
transportation industry is dynamic, any proposal that does not secure funding cannot be shelved
for future use - each proposal is unique, requiring its own up-to-date study.

Sometimes public funding comes with special conditions and requirements (including socalled "service outcome requirements"), which represent additional costs. Just as NS does not
customarily agree to similar guarantees with our freight customers, the public sponsor will be
responsible for any passenger guarantees. It is possible that public funding may be taxable to
Norfolk Southern, so the public sponsor must indemnify Norfolk Southern for any income taxes
paid or incurred as a result of the receipt of public funding.

NS will coordinate the operational feasibility study. The cost of the study (including NS '
time) is the responsibility by the sponsoring public agency. For planning purposes, NS can
estimate study costs in advance. Studies are detailed and specific and take a year, and often
longer, to complete.

The third principle is simple and straightforward: NS will receive fair compensation for
use of its transportation corridors. NS' corridors consist of track and right-of-way that might, or
might not, be fully utilized at any given time. As rail tratlic flows change over time, this
capacity, and the flexibility and potential it represents, is a key NS asset. Amtrak has certain
statutory intercity passenger service access rights and therefore is not a good example to use in
determining the fair and commercial price for use of NS assets. In determining a fair price for
use of assets, NS will factor in any new equipment (including Positive Train Control) and costs,
as well as additional property and other taxes that would not be incurred absent passenger
service.
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The fourth and final principle is equally simple and straightforward: New and expanded
passenger operations require adequate liability protection. Passenger operators must compensate
or indemnify NS for additional risk created by passenger projects, and any such indemnification
needs to be backed up by an adequate level of insurance. Liability issues can create major
hurdles. Often, sovereign immunity issues must be overcome. The cost to the passenger carrier
for insurance and indemnification is substantial, as borne out by our experience with commuter
authorities.

To close out the discussion on guiding principles, each passenger service proposal
necessarily is unique, and NS' application of the principles to particular proposals will often be
unique as well.

Before turning specifically to our Pittsburgh Line, let me briefly touch on some special
considerations are necessary for high speed rail service and corridors. Notfolk Southern is
pleased to assist states planning for dedicated HSR and will work with planners to insulate those
corridors from interference with and from NS freight corridors. Passenger trains operating in
excess of79 mph require their own dedicated tracks. Passenger trains operating in excess of 90
mph require their own private right-of-way. Where higher-speed trains share tracks with
conventional freight trains, they will be able to reach 79 mph maximum. Where shared track is
concerned, higher-speed trains must meet the same safety standards as conventional trains.

Finally, although it is not relevant for the discussion about addition passenger service
between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, at some point this committee may be asked to consider a
scenario involving light rail service, which involves use of equipment that is not appropriate for
use on NS tracks. Physical separation is required. Proposals for operating "non-compliant"
passenger equipment (equipment that does not meet Federal Railway Administration standards)
are not viable. Light-rail and non-compliant project sponsors should approach NS early in the
process, and so that NS can advise if any of the project elements are compatible with freight
trains and track.
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Regarding Norfolk Southern's Pittsburgh Line between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, this
segment sits literally in the middle of our Premier Corridor, which connects Chicago and the
New York metropolitan area. From both customer service and revenue standpoints there is not a
more important rail line within NS' 22-state network. Because of the Allegheny Mountains, it is
geographically a very challenging piece of railroad to operate. 40-60 freight trains operate daily
between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, carrying a wide variety of commodities, including
intermodal, coal, crude oil and other hazardous materials, and finished vehicles. We provide a
critical freight service to Pennsylvania manufacturers who have facilities along the Pittsburgh
Line, and many Pennsylvania short lines interchange with NS off of this line segment. It is
further worth noting that NS' Juniata Locomotive Shop in Altoona, which employs
approximately 1,000 people, is on the Pittsburgh Line. I will add that we are working very hard
to expand freight rail opportunities between Pittsburgh and Harrisburg.

In closing, projections by the U.S. Department of Transportation call for significant
increases in the demand to move freight within the country over the coming decades. As the
members of this committee well know, our highway system is already severely congested. The
freight rail industry has made, and will continue to make significant investments in infrastructure
and technology to ensure that we have sufficient capacity to meet that demand. Adding
additional passenger service between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh will require capacity
improvements that will not come cheap if that service is to be successful while not harming
Norfolk Southern's franchise.

I thank you very me for granting me the opportunity to discuss Norfolk Southern's
approach regarding new passenger service, and specifically our concerns about addition
passenger trains operating between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh.
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